**CHALLENGE**

The need for accurate data management such as up/download of data between your data sources and SAP systems is more critical than ever. SAP users are facing a myriad of pressures such as growing complexity and resource constraints while at the same time being asked to deliver on high data quality, with fast time to value, and cost management.

Business users rely on manual operations that are inherently error prone and time/resource-intensive, or they are working with IT to manage data upload and download. Today’s environment requires application data management with enterprise class automation to overcome these data management challenges and inefficiencies, and to become an agile enterprise.

**SOLUTION OVERVIEW**

Innowera Process Runner dramatically reduces ongoing costs and optimizes efficiencies by automating day-to-day data maintenance and migration operations between your SAP and Microsoft Excel systems.

**BEST USED BY**

Any SAP user, including Data and process owners, SAP business analysts, SAP data conversion teams, SAP deployment teams, and SAP/IT support teams.

**SOLUTION BENEFITS**

- Upload and download SAP transactions, data, information, and reports
- Perform mass data creation, changes, updates, verification, and more.
- Point-and-click interface - no programming or scripting required
- Works out-of-the-box - no changes to your SAP backend
HOW IT WORKS

Innowera Process Runner is a core enabler, driving bottom-line results throughout the data management process across SAP systems & Excel.

WHY INNOWERA PROCESS RUNNER?

EFFICIENCY

COVERAGE
Broader coverage to drive efficient data migration across SAP Transactions, BAPI/RFM, GUI scripts, or Data Extraction for master, transaction, and configuration data providing value to all users.

EASE-OF-USE
Innowera Process Runner’s intuitive interface is user-friendly and ready for everyday SAP data management. The tool enables business users to migrate data quickly and accurately without scripting or programming.

TIME TO VALUE
With Innowera you’ll increase your speed to market with new capabilities designed to make your data migrations more efficient, data transformations easier, and cleansing and managing data simpler across all modules of SAP.

FLEXIBLE PACKAGING
Innowera offers flexible deployment & pricing options (perpetual, subscription, etc.) to companies looking to start or expand data management efforts, efficiently & effectively.

SOLUTION HIGHLIGHTS

CLICK AND RUN - NO PROGRAMMING REQUIRED
Process Runner supports SAP data management by recording, mapping, and executing across Transactions, BAPIs, RFMs, and GUI Scripting. Process Runner supports all SAP releases starting from 4.6c as well as SAP HANA, and supports standard and custom transactions, BAPIs, and RFMs.

SMART & BROAD MAPPING TYPES
Process Runner provides an intuitive user experience and supports multiple mapping types for custom and standard transactions, RFMs, BAPIs, and GUI scripted processes across the entire SAP landscape.

ON-DEMAND SCHEDULING
Advanced frameworks enable automation and scheduling of process execution for flexibility.

EMBEDDED EXCEL BOOKS
Embedded Excel books for powerful and robust functionality and ease-of-use without having to exit Process Runner.

HIGHLY SECURE & SCALABLE
Leverages and preserves in-built SAP system security and governance to provide application integrity. Process Runner is built on a secure framework and is scalable for large enterprises.

NO CHANGE TO YOUR SAP BACK END:
With Innowera you’ll increase your speed to market with new capabilities designed to make your data migrations more efficient, data transformations easier, and cleansing and managing data simpler across all modules of SAP.

PARALLEL PROCESSING
Enables parallel script execution across multiple transactions, BAPIs, RFMs, or GUI Scripted processes for high efficiency and productivity.

MULTILINGUAL SUPPORT
Process Runner supports European languages including French, German, Portuguese and Spanish. In addition, Process Runner is Unicode compliant and supports Japanese, Chinese, and Kanji.

DATA GOVERNANCE & VALIDATION
Perform data existence and validation checks to enable accuracy while uploading data to SAP systems.

Innowera, a Magnitude company, is a leading global software provider that empowers business users with agile data management productivity tools that make SAP easier at all levels of business. Innowera’s automation technologies deliver time efficiencies and lower total costs.

To learn more, contact: 1-877-SAP-4-ALL | innowerasales@magnitude.com | innowera.com
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